JOB POSITION

WEB DEVELOPER
Overview:
Term: Permanent
Hours: 37.5 hours per week
Salary: Depending on experience
Location: Kennford, Nr Exeter

About us

Our studio is best known for:

Drive Creative Studio is a multi-award-winning company

INTEGRITY

based near Exeter, amidst rolling hills and countryside

Passionate about design and creative communications,

air. Working with businesses of all sizes, we’re at our best

we uncover the best way to reach audiences – from

when spearheading campaigns with original concepts.

branding and digital campaigns through to animation.

Our team aims to get under the skin of a brief, gain

Our standards and how we work with our clients is

insight and produce bold, persuasive design, smart

always true to ourselves.

marketing communications and beautiful, effective
applications. While compact, our team output is broad,
multi-disciplinary and of top-notch execution – without
an agency house style.

UNDERSTANDING
We pride ourselves on a deeper understanding of
a client’s business. Our attention to detail runs through
our methodology, planning and concepts, to final

Why the role exists:

production – we care about producing work that
really works.

As Drive’s portfolio and reputation grows, so does
the demand for our ideas and expertise.
A full-time position has become available for a
mid-weight web developer in our Exeter studio.

CAPABILITY
Ideas are our lifeblood; to realise them we offer the
perfect blend of services, enabling us to execute work
to the highest of standards bringing a versatile 360˚ view
to a brand. Our team and clients expect us to turn our
hands to various design and build disciplines without
blinking an eye.

Drive Creative Studio Ltd
Splatford Barton, Kennford
Exeter, EX6 7XY
www.drivecreativestudio.co.uk

JOB POSITION

WEB DEVELOPER

The ideal candidate:

Although this is not a design role, you will be working

Drive Creative Studio is a small, yet ambitious design

Creative Suite to turn designs into high-quality, pixel-

agency. Although we work in an informal atmosphere

perfect, responsive websites with an extra transitional

where we enjoy what we do, it’s a fast-paced,

flair here and there. An eye for detail and a desire for

professional environment where we work hard to high

the highest standards is essential. Experience with

standards and tight deadlines. The ideal candidate

WordPress, E-Commerce platforms and CMS systems

will have strong skills in responsive CSS, HTML and

would be a big plus.

JavaScript, and will also require an understanding of

alongside designers and will need to use the Adobe

design and UX principals.

This is a fantastic opportunity to become a member of

You will need to be highly enthusiastic, with proven

having your own transport will be essential for this role.

a small web team. We are based just outside Exeter, so

web development experience. At least 1 year in a web
development role is preferred, but graduates may be
considered. A degree or equivalent qualification in an
appropriate field would be expected, but not essential.

Essentials

Desirable

You must have a strong, demonstrable

Any experience of the following would be a

understanding of up-to-date front-end

desirable advantage:

development skills including:

•

WordPress

•

Building pixel-perfect, responsive websites

•

MySQL

•

CSS and responsive frameworks such

•

Git version control

as Bootstrap
•

HTML5

•

JavaScript/jQuery

•

PHP

We would expect you to be able to show:
•

Experience and understanding of the
Adobe Creative Suite

Salary & Benefits
•

Competitive salary based on skills and
experience.

•

20 days holiday + UK bank holidays

•

Additional ‘doors-shut’ Christmas to New Year
policy

•

Pension scheme

exploring new ways of doing things

•

Ad hoc studio pub visits and team days out

•

High standards and an eye for detail

•

All the free tea, coffee or squash you can drink

•

Excellent organisational and time-

•

Free eye tests

management skills

•

Free parking

•

An enthusiasm for code and constantly

•

An ability to prioritise workload to deadlines

•

An ability to work equally well on your own

Please submit your CV with a covering letter and

and as part of a team

examples of work to
hello@drivecreativestudio.co.uk
No agencies please.

